analysts worry that the potential costs of SILMs to anrs control

outweigh their =ntrib..rt:ions to deterrence

am

advise that the

U. S. should not take the lead in deployin] l1'Clden1 SILMs unless an
agreement inposin] verifiable =nstraints on them

of deployment is achieved. 84 Although SILMs are

am their m:xles

'!ION

un:'Ier the

negotiation of strategic Anns Reduction Talks (STAR!') in
Geneva,8S U.S. deployments of Tomahawk SILMs have already invited
soviet ootmtenneasures in the fonn of a carparable SI£:M, the SSNX-2ls

am

SS-NX-24s, thereby further deepening the nuclear color

of the Western Pacific. 86
As illuminated by the U.S.-5oviet INF Treaty, any nuclear
anrs control measures for the Fast Asia-Western Pacific region
l'IIl.lSt be worked out in a global context.

Nuclear anrs control

talks for this region alone, if held at all, would face problems

quite different fram negotiations in Europe.

The absence of clear

Fast-West lines of deman:ation in Fast Asia, with the exception of

the faoe-off at the thirty-eighth parallel on the Korean
Peninsula, would make it difficult to assess what ndght constitute
a balanced reduction of anrs.

Hew should China's nuclear anrs be

treated, given its el'l'phasison an independent nuclear policy? Arrl
since most U.S. nuclear forces in this region are sea-based

am

mobile, regionalanrs control talks would be difficult to

concep\:ua1ize in order to p.xrsue. balanced

JAFJlINIS

B!ISS~

am

equal limits.

OF S'JRA1m[C lIIIJC[EAR J!tHl!S

Although a small minority, the third school goes so far as to

argue for Japan's possession of stzateglc nuclear forces •. Two
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1
I
I
I
I
I

I

lines of argument are foun:i in this group.

one faction,

represented by spokesmen such as Drutaro Shi:rnizu,

suworts

develop:inc; iIXligenous nuclear forces an:i an ir:rlepe1rlent nuclear
strategy.87 '!he other group, represented by Professor Nakagawa of
Tsukuba University, exmterrls that Japan should bly

u.s.

strategic

nuclear forces such as MX ICIMs an:i Trident SSBNs an:i SI.R1s with
their warheads an:i deploy these forces with "Japanese f:inc;ers" on
the exmtrols for the pw:pose of practic:inc; "coalition strategy"
with the United states. 88
'!he furrla:mental rationale for their argunents resides in the

wide rang:inc; perception that current u. S. -Soviet mutual
deterrence, characterized as MAD, poses serious difficulties for
the U.S. in cany:inc; 0Jt its exterrled nuclear deterrence
mission. 89

In fact, ever since the U.S.S.R. acquired the ability

to inflict unacceptable retaliatory damage on the U.S. hcme1.an:i,
the credibility of the U.S. c:ommitrnerrt to use nuclear weapons an:i
willingness to escalate to the strategic level in SUWOrt of
defense to allies has been questioned.

It is not surpris:inc; that

no rational U. S. president could deliberately take such a course
of action, if it would result in wide spread destruction of the
American hcme1.an:i.

'!his general feel:inc; of insecurity has been

very strong among those who belonged to the thi.I:d school, who
regard overall U.S.-Japan ties as weaker than those of U.S.-west
European relations.

Fran one defense specialist's point of vial,

U.S.-Japan relations are, so to speak, a "gesellschaft"

~,

whereas U.S.-west European relations are a kind of "gemeinschaft"
entity.90

For this reason, it is feared that the Soviets might
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=nsider the U.S. nuclear cammitment to Japan less plausible than
that to Weste:rn E\ll:'qle.
'!heir =ncerns

are

furthered by

an

unbridged gap in damage-

limiting capability between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, which
is indispensable for can:ying out a deliberate or rational nuclear

'!he principal CXJIIipOllents of that capability

response.

are

1)

prompt haJ::d-target kill weapons including ICB>fs, Trident SIH>IS
with D-5 warheads that

are

planned to be included in the

u.s.

inventol:y in the late 1980s, and advanced inteJ:mediate-rarqe
ballistic missiles like the Pershing H, 2) active defense weapons .
such as AIMs, surface to air missiles, and interceptors,

am

3)

passive defense measures such as llardenirl;' and civil defense.

u.s.

tilne-urgent haJ::d-target kill potential, the only reliable

damage-limitm; capability in the

u.s.

today, the bulk of which

is naintained in ICB>fs, is reported to be inferior to that of the
Soviet Union, as illustrated vividly by the debate over the ICB>fs'
sutVivability.9l '!he American strategic defense capabilities, in
both active and passive (except for haJ::denin;) fields, in

=ntrast to those of the Soviet Union, have been less significant

am have

been centered primarily on sutVeillance, warning, and

limited air defense,92 although since 1983 the

u.s.

has begun

research to determine the technical feasibility of multi-layered
!lID systems under the

name of SDI.

Professor Nakagawa notes·the iJI1plications of .this iInbalance
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union in damage-limitm;
capability:
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In the 19805, U.S. counterforce capabilities, the core
of which is time-urgent hard-target kill capability,
have been am will continue to be ~
considerably. But this reinfon:emerrt: will stql short of
gaining superiority vis-a-vis the Soviet counterforce
capability. '!he ~ will be true of defensive
capability. '!his being the case, in the :remain:'Ie.r of
the 1980s, U.S. nuclear deterrent pc::Mer will be
effective only for the U.S. hanelam alone, am U.S.
exterrled nuclear deterrence will remain at lCMer
cred.ibility.93

Having argued this, Nakagawa plupc:ses that Japan acquire strategic

nuclear forces in order to supplement the U. S. strategic
deterrent.

From his point of view, such a coordinated strategy is

not only necessary for buttressing nuclear deterrence vis-a-vis
the Soviet Union, but is also morally advisable.

'!his, he cu:gues,

is because the American citizenty will be relieved from an
~ fear of Soviet nuolear attack which has been

in'!Posed

on them by a U.S. nuclear oamnitment to Japan.94

'!his line of argument is based on Nakagawa' s belief that
strategio forces that can carry out retaliatory strikes on major
soviet cities including Moscow would give Japan a sort of
deterrence against the Soviet Union.

'!his is because, according

to him, destruction tolerable to a superpar.ver like the U.S.S.R.
might be reduced by the ·lCMer value acquired by destroying a small

country like Japan. 95

Rllitical am strategic Feasibility of Japan's strategic NUclear

Fbtces

.

Arr:! policy which includes

the possession by Japan ·of

strategio forces, either through a pll'ChaSe of U.S. manufactured
strategic nuclear fomes or through danestic develc:p:trdnt, is not
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only close to

~ilile

for danestic reasons but also is

unacceptable for international political reasons.
Considering the strong

am

long-standing U.S. camnitment to a

nuclear non-proliferation policy, it is unrealistic to think that
Japan can buy a set of strategic force systems from the United

states.

Selling nuclear weapons, or more accurately, explosive

devices per se to a non-nuclear weapons COill1try, or a non-nuclear
country's attenpt to acquire nuclear weapons constitutes a clear
violation of Articles I

am

II of the NIT, the principal juridical

framework of the world-wide nonproliferation regime,

am

the 1978

Nuclear Non-proliferation Act of the United states. 96 '!be NIT was
formulated

am

am has been maintained by

strong American leadership,

the nuclear non-proliferation policy has received top priority

in U.S. foreign policy.97

In view of this, planning for a U.S.

violation of the NIT of its

O\m

acco:rd is sinply unthinkable.

Even without the NIT, the U.S. probably would not sell its nuclear
weapons

to any non-nuclear ally, primarily because any increase in

nuclear fingers adds the risk of nuclear war that will involve the
entire ann.
sul:Knarines

A possilile U.S.-British deal in American Trident

am

their srms does not provide Japan with any

guidance on this point.

'!he United Kingdom is not trying to buy

explosive devices, but rather delivez:y vehicles. 98
United Kingdom, in oontrastto Japan, has a unique

Further, the

am historic

relationship with the United states.
'!he developlellt of inligenous Japanese nuclear forces .would
face COllparably insuntountable problems.

First, Japan's decision

. to go nuclear. would result in tarnished relations with the United
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states.

For one t:hin;r, such a course would be in direct conflict

with the

lo~

U.S. non-proliferation policy.

For another,

since Japan's decision to acquire irxligenous nuclear forces would
be caused primarily by deterioration of overall u.S.-Japan

relations ani consequent distl:ust: on the part of Japan of the U.S.
nuclear umbrella, U.S.-Japanese relations in such a circumstance
would not allow the current degree of close relationship.

Keeping

Japan frail going nuclear is one of the principal elements that
encourages the U.S. to guarantee the nuclear security of Japan.
'!hus Japan's decision to develop its

C7tIl1

strategic nuclear forces

would erode the foorx3ation of the U.S.-Japan »rt:ual Security
Treaty.

Deterioration of U.S.-Japan relations does not ensure

Japanese econany's fxee access to the

eIlOII!OIlS

U.s. market, which

might cause serious difficulties to the inherently vulnerable

Japanese econany. 99
Seconc!, for a country like Japan that in the recent past

launched aggression against its neighboring countries, a nuclear

weapons program would invite nrl.suzxierstaniing regardless of its
intention ani lead Japan to intemational isolation.

SUch a

status would aln¥:lst surely jeopardize Japan's military security,

to say nothing of its econanic security.
'lhiId, the NPl' :reg:ilre has been steadily strengthened, ani
withdrawal frail it would bring about negative political
repercussions on Japan.

Wheri theNPI' was opened for signature on

July 1, 1968, sixty-two countries signed it on that date. 100 .

since then, the IlUII1ber of signatories has gradually increased ani
as of Sept:e:mber 1987, 134 nations are nIembers of the NPl'.101 As·
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a result, the international nom of non-proliferation has been
buttressed

am

it has becc:me politically =re difficult for a

countJ:y to set a.rt:

on the path to acquire nuclear weapons.

Fourth, Japan suffers fran a lack of

requisite for nuclear weapons production.

natural resources
A Japanese decision to

use imported uranium for nuclear weapons production would

immediately invite an embargo by traditional suppliers in view of
thE! International Atanic Energy llgercy' s safeguard arrangements

am

"full-scope" safe:Juards advanced by the major suppliers

incl\ldi.n:J the United states. 102 MorecVer, any halt of such raw
materials .iJnports would paralyze Japan's peaceful application of
nuclear pcmer

am

energy production in particular.

'lb illustrate

this, as of 1985 26 percent of Japan's total electricity is
already generated by nuclear pcmer

am this

percentage is planned

to reach 39 percent by 2000. 103
Also there are precious few positive strategic prospects for

Japan's possession of strategic nuclear forces.
Japan has acx:umulated

am maintains

Granted that

technological skills

applicable to the construction of =dest ruclear forces, this
capacity does not justify Japan's nuclearization.

'!his is silTply

because the technology of destroying nuclear weapons has also
advanced

am will

am destroying
locating concealed mobile taJ:gets am for

advance-tec:hniques for attacking

fixed targets, for

attacking Jx:anbers am even missiles While on their way to targets. .

land-based IClM3 are a good example for examining

vul.nercibility.

It might appear that Japan can fini their basing

sites on some small

isiams

scattered arourdthe four main
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islarrls.

However, cx>rlsider:in;J the laborious AIoorican experiences

of seeking a survivable MX bas:in;J mode104 it is dubious whether,

in the limited space of those small islarrls, Japan could fin:l am

construct ICEJoI sites that satisfy the :requirerrents of
sw:vivability•
Japanese b::Inber forces, if constructed, will ex>ntinue to face
the problem of lack of defense depth against attack from the

northwest due to the short distance from the likely launching
areas of the Soviet Far East

am difficulties in penetrat:in;J the

ever-inprovinq Soviet air defenses.

More fun:lamentally, Japan's

technology for the buil.din;; of advanced ai=aft is far behin:l am
this state of affairs would oblige that = t I y to spen:i years

building adequate bombers capable of oveN1e1ming Soviet air
defenses.
A sizable number of SIaIs might, by holdinq Moscow
several large cities hostage,

deterrent power.

am

seem to provide Japan with a minimum

However, the inherent problem of

maintain:in:J

reliable communications to these submerged forces must be solved.
In the case of Japan, the communications problem would be even·

more severe i f the SlB'I forces had to.be deployed in the Arabian
Sea

or waters close. to the European part of the Soviet union.

More inportant, there is no guarantee that a:minimum deterrent

strategy based on sul:anarine forces. alone would ex>ntinue· to be

effective in view of the grcMing CXlUIlterfOroe capabilities (e.g.,
anti-submarine warfare capability), even though SIaIs are at.
present the most sw:vivable weapons systems.

Moreover, if a

minimum deterrence were to fail, it would then not be rational to
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use such a minimum force in retaliation against Soviet cities,
since this would only stimulate the Soviet Union to inflict
further damage on Japan.

Given Japan's inherent vulnerability to

nuclear attack in tenns of

d~c

distributions, geograIi1y,

and eno=s lag on the learn:in;J and develq:xnent curve of

nuclear-cap:tble sul:Inarines, it is very doubtful that Japan CXJUl.d
build and maintain SIB!: forces sufficient to practice effective
deterrence against the Soviet Union with fonnidable nuclear
capabilities.
In sum, political and strategic considerations do

not allow

Japan to possess strategic nuclear forces, be they bought,
borrowed, or hanernade. 105

Exterrled Nuclear Ileterz:erD! urDer MiID
As

to the third school's alanu that the current u. S. -Soviet

nuclear stalemate, characterized as MAD, poses serious
difficulties in U.S. extended nuclear deterrence policy, this
caution is not inoc:Ilprehensible.
the United

It is true that no one kncMs if

states, by risld..m the disastrous destruction of its

own countJ:y, would respom to a Soviet nuclear threat or attack

against major U.S. allies.
However, we can also argue the q:posite view that no one
kncMs the U.S. would not respom to such a threat.

'!he very

anxiety over whether the U.S. would be prepared to risk its own
COillltJ:y for the sake of preventing a Soviet nuclear strike on its

major allies is beside the point, because the U.S.S.R. cannot
quite be certain about the answer.

In the late 1960s, British
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Defense Secret:aIy Denis Healey explained this theorem succinctly
as applied to the U.S.-West Eurqlean case:

it does not matter

whether the West Europeans are ninety percent certain that
the U.S. will uphold its nuclear guarantee:

what matters is

whether the Soviet Union is 10 percent uncertain that the U. s.
might. l06

Despite steady reinforoement of SoViet strategic

nuclear forces, this uncertainty remains, and provides the basis·
of U.S. extended nuclear det:er:rence for Western Europe and
Northeast Asia.
Furthennore, a brief review of recent history shows that the
third school's concern has =ntinued to remain a theoretical one
and no event that would justify this fear has occurred.

It has

been about twenty years since strategic arms parity based on MAD

was established between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. l07
Nevertheless, the U.S. nuclear umbrella tmder the tenure of MAD
has apparently been working.

We have

to :rerrember that there has

been no war or armed =nflict between the major U.S. allies and

the Soviet Union, to say nothing of a direct u.s.-Soviet armed

conflict.

'Ibis seems to indicate that not only the U. S. but also

the Soviet Union has =nsciously avoided even a small risk that
would carry the danger of an escalation to a nuclear exchange.

'Ibis mutual self-restraint is traceable to the unknown processes

of nuclear exchange,

or un=nt.rollability of nuclear war, and the

possible catastJ:ophic destnIct:ion that will be brought about by
such un=ntrollability.

In suni, as long as the Soviet Union continues to be uncertain

about a U.S. response to Soviet nuclear attack against U.S.
47.

allies, even in the condition of mutual vulnerability, U.5.
exten:ied nuclear deterrence remains 1IIOrkable.

of any sort, but is a fact of life.

MAD is not a policy

'Ibis hard fact cannot be

renDVed easily in the foreseeable future.

'!hus, efforts should be

made to increase Soviet uncertainty over whether the U.5. would
risk nuclear escalation on behalf of its allies.

We will dismss

this issue in the conclusion.

It is necessary to caution against the third school's
contention that a pcMerful counterforce capability is
i.rxi:ispensable for credible exten:ied nuclear deterrence.

As noted

before, counterforce potential, specifically for a pronpt: hardtaJ:get kill, is at present the most reliable damage-lllniting
capability.

Sane form of damage-lllniting capability, on the other

hand, is a prerequisite for a deliberate nuclear response.

In

this sense, as Nakagawa notes, time-urgent hard taJ:get kill
capability has inportant implications for extended nuclear
deterrence.
Ho;vever, unrestrained itnprovements in

PLCiiipt

haLd-target kill·

potential, which ?JIlld be misumerstood as a move toward

a~

a disarming first strike capability, have a harmful influence on
crisis stability and would give rise to a severe arms race.
unlllnited strengthening of this capability gradually erodes the
adversaLy's retaliatoLY capability and would eventually put it at
risk, thus emangering crisis stability by encouraging launch
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under attack, laurx::h on wanti.rq, or even p:r:eelllpLion.

Furt:henti:>re,

shoold strains which appear likely to lead to war develop, even

marginal advantages of a prorrpt CClIlI'Iterforce capability, or
stri.kin;J first, ooold fuel the destabilization process .108

such a situation, incentives would grow for
bad situation; in other

~

In

the best of a

words, for taking what gains could be

taken before the adversary tried to do the same.

Fach side would

fear that the other thought the risks of str.ikirg second were
difficult to bear ani the advantages of striking first trOre
persuasive.

'lhese reciprocal fears of attack might saneday spark

a conflagration neither side desired.

'!his negative :inplication

of the p:r:uupL hard tcm;Jet kill potential should not be taken
lightly, particularly as quantitative l:iJnitations on nuclear
forces are likely to be the centerpiece of U.S.-Sovietanns

control.

~

Even if a severe political crisis which ir:duces such attacks
should not arise, a side whose retaliatory forces are made
vulnerable would be obliged to aocel.erate its buildup of offensive
forces in order to restore their retaliatory ani deterrent power.
SUch reinfoxCE!lOOllt would likely be viewed as IlIOre than enough,
since military strength c:unparisons are almost always based on

worst-case analyses.

Here an :inportant phenomenon that brings

about anns c:ctIpEitition, namely the action reaction process,.

emerges. 109
A recent study reveals a strong :relationship between a rapid
ams race ani the

onset of war. According to Michael D. Wallace,

rapid cuupetitive military grcMt:h is strongly associated with the
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escalation of tensions or militcuy confrontations into all-out

war, although an arms race could not be considered a causal factor
in an outbreak of war. 110 In situations where two powers ~
under considerable hostility and tension, if this was preceded by
an arms race, as many as 23 out of 28 cases resulted in war,
whereas if not preceded by an arms race, only three of 71 cases

tumed violent. lll

His fin:iings SUWOrt intuitive ooncerns that

an intensification of the U.S.-SOViet arms race could lead to a

''hairtrigger'' situation in which a l!Iajor crisis or confrontation

would be far

lOClre

likely to result in lazge-scale war.

SUch a war inevitably raises the risk of involvin;J nuclear

weapons, specifically the use of those deployed on the sea and in
forward bases.

In the case of the united states, its in1;x>rtant

forward bases are within the borders of l!Iajor U.S. allies, thus

these allies inescapably constitute prime Soviet nuclear targets.
In

sum, unrestrained counterforce in'provernent not only

eOOangers

U.S.-soviet crisis management and stabilization of the arms race,
but also puts U.S. allies in serious danger of nuclear holocaust.
For defense analysts who regaJ:d deterrence as the result of

specific force relations, the credibility problem of the U.S.
nuclear shield can only be solved by regainin] powerful pLuupL
hard-target kill capability and deployin;J effective defense
sysLems.1l2However, as discussed above, a policy to enhance the

credibility and effectiveness of the U.S. nuclear umbrella by
reacquiring powerfUl counterforce capability (for defensive
measures, see the next section) is in conflict with stable U.S.Soviet mutual deterrence and will brin;J about several in1;x>rtant
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side effects that will offset the values of that policy objective.
Clearly the U.S. is caught between the obligation of nuclear
commitment

to its allies am the maintenance of a stable nuclear

relationship with the Soviet Union-ext:eIrled nuclear deterrence
versus l\IIltual deterrence. 1D

art judgin3' fran the fact that the

stability of overall East-west relations lazgely deperos on a
stable U.S.-Soviet nuclear balance, it seems senseless not only
for the U.S. but also for its allies to PQSh the U.S. toward a
dominant counterforoe capability.

Arry novement that brin3's about

strategic instability will un:lermine the entire world system.

A fourth school of thought on extended nuclear deterrence is

populated by advocates of disamament, the bulk of whan are
''Progressive'' academics

am

am

pacifist leanin3's.114

jow:nalists with strong anti-nuclear

In contrast to all other schools,

people in this group regard nuclear weapons as an "absolute evil"
since their use poses a risk of the annihilation of hUllBl1 bein3's.

'lhus this group calls for· the total elDnination of. nuclear weapons
fran the earth. 115

'!his group, as inferred fran their attitude toward nuclear
weapons, discredits both U.S.-Soviet mutual nuclear deterrence
extended deterrence as fictitious concepts

am illusions.

am

.An

exe.rrplary scholar of this school, Toshiyuki Toyoda, a foxnvar
professor of physics at Nagoya University, explains this t:hinkin;J

as follows:
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'!he concept of nru.tual deterrence is nothing but a nru.tual
balance of terror. However, as terror cannot be

quantified, it is JOOaningless to discuss the balance.
'!he reason why many people accept the concept of
deterrence is that . • • they are influenced by a notion

of military balance . • • • But since it is
specifically in the nuclear age, to assess
balance objectively, a balance of military
not exist. 'Ihus it is not only futile but
discuss [deterrence] on such a fabrication
of military balance. 116

:ilrpossible,
a military
power does
clan]erous

to

as the idea
.

As to exterrled nuclear deterrence, Professor 'lbyoda denies

its reliability for two reasons.

First he c:onterrls that the u.s.

nuclear umbrella has becctlle an illusion by referring to Article
IV of the 1973 u.S.-Soviet 1\g:ree.oont on the Prevention of Nuclear
War .117 He 1nte:rprets Article IV as suggesting

u. S.

can:y out its exterrled nuclear deterrence mission.

reluctance to
Secon:i,

Professor Toyoda regards the rapid developnent and world-wide
deployment of theater and tactical nuclear weapons as eroding the

'!his, aCCOJ:ding to him, is

effectiveness of a nuclear shield.

because these weapons are essentially the instruments for
can:ying out limited nuclear war and for keeping the U.S. and
Soviet hanelands franbecaning nuclear battlefields. 11S
i

i"i

For these critics, the removal of a nuclear threat can only

be attained by CXIl'plete disa:r:mament.

To :realize this difficult

objective a nuclear free zone must be created and expanded by nonnuclear weapon states including Japan.

'Ihus Japanese citizens,

the a:rgum:mt goes, must: stand up and take action to create such a
nuclear free zone aram:i Japan by putting substance into the 'Ihree
Non-nuclear Principlesi· t:he:reby enabling Japan to be free fran·
nuclear attack. 119
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several counter-axguments and questions can be raised
regarding this school's points.

First, nuclear weapons are not an

"absolute evil," but rather a "necessary evil." '!beir formidable
destructive

pcMer

can prevent other evils fran occurring.

'!be

current inventol:}' of about 50,000 nuclear warlleads would cause
indescribable devastation to human beings, but that does not
necessarily nv:an nuclear weapons do not have any usefulness.

Even

if nothing is worth fighting a nuclear war over, it does not
follOW' that nothing is worth the risk of nuclear war.

For

instance, the risk of nuclear war has prevented and could continue

to prevent large-scale conventional wars that might claim tens of
millions of lives.

A IOOre :i.nqx>rtant problem pertaining

to nuclear

weapons is the question of the morality of the prevailing =lear

deterrent policy itself:

whether or not it is morally acceptable

to threaten a =lear attack that might kill millions of innocent
civilians even i f the intention is to deter nuclear war per se.
'!his problem, however, has been vigorously studied by concerned

academicians am. religious circles in the United States am. a
persuasive policy Ploposal has been presented.120
More fundamentally, although coroplete nuclear disannarnent is

a laudable policy goal that every person likes, we sin'ply cannot
eliminate =lear weapons from the earth forever.
<bE!CaIlSE~,

'Ibis is

even if all existing nuclear weapons were destJ:oyed, the

¥""IW.I.',,,,",,'''' of heM to build nuclear weapons cannot be buried.

Sane

a:fE!l!lSe analysts coropare the discovel:}' of nuclear weapons to the
$CCweJ'N of fire and state that it cannot be
i:"ec:lVe1~,

umone. 121

despite the wishes of those advocating coroplete
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disantament, the elimination of all nuclear weapons without the
necessary political precoIXlitians and mutual trust would be
destabilizing and hazardous.

In a non-nuclear world, a state that

secretly acquires a few nuclear weapons would be able to dominate
events to a much greater extent than it would in today's heavily
aDOOd world.

Each country will have to continue to be anxious

about such an occurrence, sinply because each state is unlikely to
find inspection and verification measures that would tnlly

:reIIDITe

the anxiety.
Second, it is true that corrg;aring military strength does not

provide any definitive answer to us.

Defense analysts maintain

different assessments of the military balance and as long as
nuclear pEace is maintained it is virtually in'[possilile to measure
the complex balance between two nuclear arsenals with any

certainty.

Nevertheless this fact does not lead us to =ncl.ude

that the deterrence concept is fictitious.

In this nuclear age,

deterrent power is not acquired or perceived by assessing an
overall military balance but rather by the recognition of the

existence of survivable retaliatory capacity-second strike
capability.

As long as the U.5. and the Soviet Union are

uncertain whether one side can disann the other by first strike,
each will be deterred.

And, today, far fran beinJ uncertain, the

two countries seem to be almost certain that neither side can
<

launch a disanning first blow against the other.

Context is that
arJSMel:'S

'!he problem in

the two countries cannot find definitive

as to.a requisite scope of secorxl. strike capability and

necessary degree of survivability of such capability that
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present, there is no persuasive reason for believing that nuclear

war, even one that erupts at the theater level, is controllable.
ihus, we cannot categorically label the American theater arrl
tactical nuclear weapons as instruments for limiting nuclear war

in a theater.
Finally, aside fran the appropriateness arrl feasibility of
creating

am

expan;iing a nuclear free zone f= the attainment of

complete nuclear disannament, a nuclear free zone per se does not
assure us of being free fran nuclear threat or attack.

ihere is

no reliable guarantee that nuclear weapon COlll1tries would not
enploy nuclear weapons against a non-nuclear country.

Nuclear

weapons countries will enploy nuclear weapons against a nonnuclear country if deemed recessary.

A defense policy totally

deperxl.ent on wishful thinking, blind trust, or an adversazy's good

will is not well-suited in the international political arena.

In

short, the fourth school's arguments are w=tily of respect but are
not fully persuasive.

since President Reagan' s announoement in March 1983, SDI
seems to have urrlergone a renarkable transfonnation. 123 '!he

argument is no longer that the layered nation-wide defense shield
Cl>lanrJed in SDI initially can protect the U.S. homelarrl
m'ect:ly.124
ti:clte~ic

Instead the prinmy argument has beCane that

defense would inprove traditional deterrence: that a

offense-defense strategic posture, with a comprehensive
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layered missile shield capable of destroying a large part of a
massive missile attack, would lead to a more stable world. 125 'Ihe
rationale of this thinking is based on the belief that an
effective, albeit :il!perfect, total defense shield would enhance
deterrence and help prevent nuclear war by significantly
increasing an attacker's uncertainties regarding whether his
weapons would penetrate the defense, and that the attacker would

think twice, knc:Ming that the shield would reduce or eliminate the
benefits of a first strike. 126
'Ibis section dj scusses first the iJrpacts of a mixed offense-

defense posture on U.5.-Soviet nn.rtual deterrence.

SUbsequently,

since the ultim.te goals of 501 are 1) to rep] are the threat of
retaliation as the basis of U.5. nuclear deterrence strategy with
a new strategy based on defense and 2) to provide U.5. allies with

such defenses, I will assess these policy goals to see if they are
conducive to the security of the U.5. and its allies.

Finally,

although President Reagan rejects the concept of point defense of
intJortant militazy assets as SDI's goa1,127 examinations of the
possible effects of such a defense by 5DI on U.5.-SOViet mutual
det;errenoe and the U.5. nuclear umbrella will follow •.

A Mixed Offense-Defense strategic Posture

. If the U.5. deploys partially effectiVe or :il!perfect nationwide defenses wle maintaining some portion of offensive foI:oes,
posture WOUld give substantially

.<;aJ;aki.il:ity to the united states.

advantageous damage-limiting

'Iherefore, U.5. deterrent power,

i1cludilnJ that of extended nuclear deterrence, will appear to be .
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But this posture will not just em. up with

stronger.

stren;lt.hening deterrence.

It at the sane tllne will brin;J about a

negative side-effect as in the case of the powerful counterforoe
potential discussed in Section 3:

the destabilization of U.8.-

Soviet mutual deterrence, specifically stability in tllnes of
crisis.

ihis is because the newly deployed l.nperfect defenses

will chal.lerqe not just Soviet incentives for strikin;J first, but
the efficacy and reliability of its retaliato:ry forces.

'lhus, a

partially effective total defense will make the Soviet union fear
that the U.8. might be intending-or might decide in a serious
crisis-to launch a first strike, relying on its defense. shield to
deal with a weakened Soviet response.

intentions,

Irrespective of American

therefore, a partially effective nation-wide defense

=nstitutes a first strike threat to the Soviet union.
In addition, even i f serious tensions should not

a mixed

off~fense

erupt, such

posture, again as in the case of daninant

counterforoe capability, will bring about instabilities in the
U.8.-SOViet anrs race.

'!he SOViet union, losin;J confidence in its

retaliato:ry capability, is very likely to initiate a lazge-scale
offensive buildnp to restore its retaliato:ry power, if it judges
the cost benefit ratio between offense and defense were still
strongly weighted against defense. 128 SUch reinforcements will
tern. to be more than actually needed because the SOViet union or

opponent is inclined to evaluate its capability
pollSE!l:Vc~tiveJLy

1IiIhile bein;J apt to

a5SI.lII'e

effective than it actually is.

the other side's defense

ihis in turn cx:B1pe1s the U.8.

resporrl-engem.erin;J an anns race spiral that would add
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political tensions.

Instability

am

tension in U.S.-Soviet

nuclear relations, again as noted in Section 3, would not be
conducive to the security of U.S. allies.
'!be aforementioned calculation also applies to the case in

w.hich not only the U.S. but also the U.S.S.R. deploys imperfect
nation-wide defense systems.

P.taspec:l:s for U.S.-&:Niet HItual n:rt:erreme
Ik1Dinat.ed World

umer

a Defense

Nation-wide defenses have to be leak-proof against all types
of nuclear attack.

am the

If not, the el:i:mination of offensive forces

replacement of the long-stan:iing retaliatory deterrent

strategy are illusions.

'!be requirements for a near-perfect

defense, however, are staggering.

In addition to attaining the

cost-effectiveness of defense, a leak-proof defense shield has to
be invulnerable to attack. 129

It must be effective against all

means of nuclear weapons delivery, including aircraft
missiles,

am

am

cruise

it must perfonn flawlessly the very first time it is

called upon.

'lbese requirements, even if met te.nq;x>rarily, cannot be

sustainable •. First, the Soviet union could increase the
requirements

am

costs of total defense through escalation

ilnpl:O\rements of its offensive forces. 130

am

Second, the Soviet union

.••. could ne;JClte the near-perfect defense by preferential offensive
;targeltiJr:g.131 '!be Soviets can choose w.hich targets to attack

am

.WhE~ to concentrate their forces, w.hile the U.8. must be .

lret:an!d to defend all valuable targets.
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'Ihini, the CCJn'q;letition

between offense arx:l defense weapons is inherently disadvantageous

for the defen:iing side, even for teclmologically advanced
ccxmtries like the United states.

'!his is because defensive

systems by nature run behirxi offensive systems in R

&

D arx:l

deployment of defensive neasures can hardly forestall new
offensive systems.

'!bus a near perfect total defense will not

last arx:l is not likely to :rem:we the SoViet nuclear threat.

'!his

prospect does not allow the U.S. to aban:lon its offensive forces,

<i

·

which returns that courrt:ry to an identical situation with the

mixed offense defense posture.
In view of

this, in order to make a defense shield practical

and reliable, SoViet cooperation includinJ restrictions arx:l

reduction' of its offensive forces is indispensable.
bring this about?

What could

One plausible conclusion that might appear

to

elicit such cooperation is that the SoViet Union, too, might
develop arx:l deploy a c:anprehensive arx:l fully reliable defense
against nuclear attack.

Only then might the Soviets accept the

reduction arx:l eventual elimination of .their ability to penetrate
U.S. defenses.

'!he problem, however, is that neither the U.S. nor

the SoViet Union can deploy a highly capable nation-wide defense
OII'ernight.
take years

.'. turn

Deployment of c:anplete total defense systems would

am the

gradual deployment of such defenses would in

make it difficult

to restrict am reduce offensive forces.

"•.\'!Il'"'~.1. a near-perfect defense was deployed, the security of both

U.S. arx:l the

U~S.S.R.

would continue to depend on deterrence

rllt10ucrh the threat of offensive retaliatory power.

But as one

increases defense capability, the potential effectiveness of
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the other side's retaliatory forces would decline while its
defense would still not be reliable.

'!he result would be that the

latter would face powerful pressures to up its retaliatory forces.
Interestingly, u.s. Secretary of Defense O!6p1'r W. Weinbe.rger has
lent support to this prospect.

In a letter to President Reagan on

the Reykjavik summit eve, he wrote that "Even a prd::lable [Soviet]

territorial defense .•• would require us to increase the number of
our offensive forces

am

their ability to penetrate Soviet

defenses to assure that our operational plans could be
executed • .,132

'lhus the argument that parallel u.s.-Soviet

IIlClIfeS

t:cmard deployment of a total defense. system WOUld lead to

reductions in not only U.S. but Soviet offensive forces

am

to a

safer defensive world seems unaonv:incing.133
Suppose

that in

SOlile

way or other the U.S.

am

the Soviet

Union succeeded in deploying highly effective nation-wide
defenses.

Is this world more stable, less threatening,

am

safer?

Highly effective total defense appears to make a strategic
exchange unlikely by convincing each side that any attack WOUld be

futile.

Nevertheless, even i f the two oountries could deploy such

a magnitude of defense systelrs, the possibility of =isis
instability

am

att:en:mn't danger of war WOUld not be el.iIninated•

..... 'lhe problem is that although offensive forces could be rendered

,inp:rt:.ent un:ler total defenses, the defense systems themselves may
.. able to attack each other. 134 . 'lhe consequences of such a war
space WOUld be far-reaching if we :iJnagine the side which once

JJecame vulnerable to attack through the loss of its defense.
'o1:der to avoid such consequences, both the U.S.
61

am

the

